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Does your car wash facility
ever experience any of the following issues?
• Lack of space for storage, products, chemicals etc.
• Cluttered and messy electrical room
• Transformer spikes causing facility shutdowns
• Equipment glitches, flickering power and lights
• Power irregularities and shutdowns
• High utility costs and poor energy efficiency
From heavy duty equipment like pumping stations and transporter belts, to chemical pumps, compressors, blowers and even POS
stations, your car wash facility requires a lot of power and includes a lot of systems to manage. And any kind of equipment or facility
shutdown can be expensive. Protect your revenue stream with products and solutions designed to improve equipment and power
reliability, save valuable space, and improve your operations.
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The Integrated Equipment Advantage
Compressors, blowers, chemical pumps, chemicals, products… the list of essentials for a car wash is long. All these items can take
up a lot of space and cause a lot of clutter. Now you can save space, avoid dangerous clutter and clean up the electrical room with
Square D Integrated Equipment.
Traditional stick-built panels and transformers take up two times more space and up to 90% longer to install. Make the switch to
Integrated Equipment. Featuring stacked panelboards, transformers, and even building controls in one single enclosure, Integrated
Equipment saves you up to 40% in wall space. Plus, its prewired, factory mounted, assembled and cabled so installation can take
hours instead of days. Get the reliable power protection you need in half the space!
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Protection you can count on
Surge protection
Damaging overvoltages can occur daily, causing equipment glitches and wear and tear
as well as power shutdowns, all of which can result in lost revenue. Lightning strikes
and overvoltages like these can damage expensive and sensitive EMV equipment,
costing you even more money. Surge protection devices and surge diversion managers
provide protection for all your internal and external equipment, including your POS
system and outdoor pedestals. Protect your bottom line with surge protection.

Got power quality issues? Get a solution!
Did you know that 30 – 40% of business downtime is related to power quality problems*?
You may have hidden power quality issues causing power spikes, flicker and even equipment
shutdowns costing you money. Installing power quality products will help you avoid expensive
shutdowns, improve energy efficiency, and save on monthly operational costs.

Power Manager
Protect your electronic equipment and stay up and running with the Power Manager. This single
enclosure solution eliminates the need for multiple hardware solutions and improves your equipment
and facility reliability. It minimizes damaging voltage spikes and power ripples and provides clean,
conditioned power to your electronic loads. Avoid issues such as computer lock-ups, lost data,
equipment damage, and downtime.

*J. Manson, R.Targosz, “European Power Quality Survey Report”, Leonardo Energy, 2008
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